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What the goal is

- Create GUIs at a higher level of abstraction
- Cross platform
- Simple, recurring interactions
High level of abstraction

HTML/CSS/JavaScript

DUI

EasyGUI
Hosted on GitHub

- [https://github.com/JoshDavid/EasyGUI](https://github.com/JoshDavid/EasyGUI)
- ]link or *Acre Desktop* to bring into workspace
Layout of library

- Functions
  - Queries
  - Notifications
  - Graphics
- All take one optional left arg
  - specifyParams (Key Value)...
  - Namespace result
Documentation

- **Documentation**
Easy Cross-Platform GUI Creation

getHTML() Returns a single string containing all HTML

HEAD, STYLE, HEADING, BODY, SCRIPT

addTitle(), addStyle(), addHeading(), addJavaScript(), addRadioInput(), addSelectInput(), addCheckboxInput()

Symbol        Represents
  |          |
  |          |
  | Function |
  | Field    |
  | Variable |

Diagram showing the process of adding different HTML elements and functions.
Possible Future Enhancements

- ‘Spreadsheet’ function
- More Themes
- File Input support on Linux
  - One minor tweak needed